ASGCO ‘Complete Conveyor Solution’s’ announces the latest addition to our line of Secondary Belt Cleaner Products. The new Rotary Brush Cleaner uses the speed and force of the belt rolling over hundreds of SBR Rubber Finger tips to significantly eliminate material accumulation and dust. Rotary action, finger length and spacing allows the carryback to fall free instead of clogging. Useful on worn or pitted vulcanized or mechanically spliced belts. It is designed to effectively clean chevron, cleated and raised-rib belts without the wear associated with conventional brush-type cleaners.

www.asgco.com

SYNTRON MATERIAL HANDLING NOW PROVIDES: INDUCTION HARDENED SHAFTS

Based on the latest heat-treatment technology, SMH now provides Induction Hardened Screw Conveyor Shafts. They are mill certified with an unmatched depth of hardness, ultrasonically inspected, heat treated, straightened, and stress relieved. This shaft was developed specifically for applications involving severe heat and wear and is made of a toughed inner core and a super-hard, heat-resistant surface. Manufacturing is closely monitored throughout the machining operation to ensure close tolerances and consistency. The final result is a product that delivers substantial savings, less equipment downtime, and increased productivity.

www.syntronmh.com

SUPERIOR INDUSTRIES IN PARTNERSHIP WITH CMS CEPCOR

Superior Industries, Inc. has entered into a strategic partnership with Europe’s largest manufacturer of aftermarket crusher parts. CMS Cepcor Americas will work closely with Superior to supply crushing equipment spares to Superior’s growing group of crushing dealers and customers.

www.superior-ind.com

ASGCO ATTENDING SOUTHERN COMPANY GENERATION TECHNICAL CONFERENCE

August 20-21, 2019
Birmingham-Jefferson Convention Complex
Birmingham, AL

ASGCO will be attending the 2019 Southern Company Generation Technical Conference and Tradeshows, one of the world’s premiere utility-hosted technical events. This event brings together over 1400 Southern Company and external attendees to share and discuss technical information related to best practices, experiences around equipment and processes, fleet initiatives & standards and other system/technology topics of interest. The tradeshow includes over 300 vendors displaying innovative products and services related to Generation, Transmission, Gas and other operational areas. It provides an unparalleled opportunity for bringing potential suppliers and their solutions together with Buyers and Operations employees.

www.asgco.com